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Abstract
Biogeochemical cycles mitigate the movement of nutrients through ecosystems at a
variety of scales. Within aquatic systems, nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are especially critical
due to their high influence on primary production and decomposition. However, in excess, N and
P can pose hazardous ecological effects downstream. Excessive loading of both N and P to
waterways can facilitate harmful algal blooms or dead zones in reservoirs and at drainage points.
Extensive research over the past half century has shown that the majority of nutrient loading to
aquatic systems is the result of anthropogenic land use. While the effects of these anthropogenic
nutrient loads have been extensively explored at large scales, the interplay between nutrients and
land use in small watershed systems remains poorly understood. To better comprehend this
relationship, I compiled both historical and recent water quality data observed along the Saw Kill
Creek in Dutchess County, New York. I then paired site-based nitrate (NO3–) readings to the
total area of three classes of land cover at three separate drainage scales for each sampling site,
and ran linear regressions expressing NO3– concentration as a function of increasing land cover
gradient. The data reveal that urban development within the watershed at the largest scale of
drainage shows a significant positive correlation with increasing concentrations of NO3–. This
observed relationship should result in a focal emphasis on future development projects with
regard to mitigating any potential NO3– issues in the Saw Kill watershed. In addition, I have
shown that the Saw Kill’s status as a high-nitrate stream is likely untrue, and that effort should be
put into maintaining a consistent sampling regime to ensure that NO3– concentrations continue to
be well documented. Future studies should focus on extending land cover data into past years in
order to model changes to local land cover through time. In addition, further research is required
to more adequately discern the relationship between NO3– in the Saw Kill and precipitation
regimes for a better understanding of flushing and dilution effects within this watershed.
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1.0 Introduction
Evidence has established that a combination of both natural and anthropogenic inputs leads to the
excessive loading of nutrients, primarily nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), to ground and surface
waters. While natural inputs can drive N and P load under certain conditions, it has become
increasingly evident that anthropogenic inputs resulting from a variety of land uses have been
causing more immediate damage over the past half century (Xia, Ti, She, & Yan, 2016). This
study provides important insight into the relationship between land use and nutrient
concentrations within the Saw Kill watershed, a sub-basin of the Hudson River drainage in
Dutchess County, New York by assessing land cover classes and nitrate concentrations in the
Saw Kill between 1975 and 2016.
The general consensus in the literature is that primary land uses of concern with regard to
nutrient load are agriculture and urbanization (Hashemi, Olesen, Dalgaard, & Børgesen, 2016;
Xia et al., 2016). Specific agricultural drivers of nutrient pollution include high rates of inorganic
fertilizer application, spreading of animal manure, cultivation of N-fixing crops, and
management practices such as tillage (Goodridge & Melack, 2012; Hashemi et al., 2016; Jordan
et al., 1997). The primary driver related to urban land use is impervious surface, which increases
export efficiency of nutrient-rich runoff (Mouri, Takizawa, & Oki, 2011). Direct discharge of
treated sewage, or combined sewer overflow (CSO) in regions with poor sewage treatment
facilities are also of particular concern in urbanized watersheds (Hashemi et al., 2016; Mouri er
al., 2011).
At the global scale, it is widely accepted that agriculture is the primary driver of
excessive nutrient loading to aquatic systems (Cao, Hong, & Yue, 2004; Galloway et al., 2003;
Hashemi et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2015). However, when conducting analyses at the watershed
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scale it is important to take into account a variety of land uses that may contribute pollutants. The
following sections review the literature on the primary drivers of nutrient loading among three
central land use classes—agriculture, urban areas, and forested land—with a focus on the
watershed scale. Nutrient characteristics and transport processes are described first, followed by
the relationship of each land use to nutrient load. Finally, a discussion of empirical techniques
and evidence addresses the spatial and temporal dynamics surrounding conditional trends in
nutrient load in order to prepare for a site-specific interpretation of my results. The section on
spatial and temporal dynamics focuses on methodological approaches and contrasting results to
develop a well-rounded understanding of the interplay not only between land use and nutrients,
but also the ways in which climate, time, and space affect this process.

1.1 N & P Dynamics
Following introduction into waterways, N and P can initiate eutrophication by promoting the
growth of photosynthetic aquatic organisms such as phytoplankton and cyanobacteria. The
eventual decay of this algal matter depletes dissolved oxygen in the water, making it more
difficult for other organisms to sustain life (Beman, Arrigo, & Matson, 2005; Zhang, Brady, &
Ball, 2013). Widespread oceanic hypoxia or anoxia can result in dead zones, oxygen-depleted
areas unable to support marine life, therefore disrupting ecological function as well as related
businesses such as fisheries and tourism. According to Lee et al. (2015), upwards of 400 separate
hypoxic coastal systems have been reported worldwide. The transport pathways of N and P are
fundamental constituents of this process, and are directly related to the land use surrounding
these systems.
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Nitrogen, a vital plant nutrient, makes up 1-4% of plant dry matter (Food and Agriculture
Organization, 2000). It is the primary component of proteins, and therefore involved in all
processes determining plant development and final crop yield (FAO, 2000). Reactive nitrogen
(Nr) is the form of N that is readily available to all organisms in the biosphere for life processes
(Galloway et al., 2003). Though Nr is generated through both biological and anthropogenic
means, its creation rate has far exceeded that of reconversion back to nonreactive nitrogen (N2)
due to the widespread implementation of the Haber-Bosch process (Galloway et al., 2003).
Aquatic ecosystems serve as primary reservoirs for existing deposits of Nr, the transport
of which is highly regulated by hydrological regimes at multiple scales (Galloway et al., 2003).
Nr exists in both organic and inorganic forms, each having their own physiochemical properties
allowing for differing methods of export to aquatic systems (Galloway et al., 2003; Hashemi et
al., 2016). More mobile forms of N, such as the inorganic oxidized species nitrate (NO3–), can be
easily leached into ground and surface waters due to their high solubility (Galloway et al. 2003).
Organic N species such as urea and proteins have a lower solubility and therefore travel more
readily in surface runoff as a result of rain events (Galloway et al., 2003; Jordan et al., 1997).
Unlike nitrogen, phosphorus is bioavailable in one primary inorganic species, which is
phosphate (PO43-). P is crucial to plant cell division, disease resistance, and crop maturation
(Onasanya et al., 2009). It has a lower solubility than most N species and will generally more
easily exit crop or forest systems adhered to soil particles via surface runoff rather than leaching.
Due to its usual limited availability, small spikes in P can significantly affect plant growth in
aquatic systems (Findlay et al., 2010). Within freshwater systems in particular, eutrophication is
largely limited by P abundance (Carpenter, 2008).
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2.0 Effects of Land Use on Nutrient Load
The proximate source of anthropogenic nutrient load in aquatic ecosystems is the surrounding
landscape. As a first step, it is important to distinguish between land cover and land use. Land
cover can be described as what physically inhabits a plot of land (for example, pasture, row-crop,
wetland, forest, or housing). Land use reflects how humans utilize and shape land cover for
different reasons such as food production, urban development, or conservation (NOAA, 2015).
Hence, land cover is what physically alters nutrient load while land use is the way in which we
convert unused land to a specific class of land cover meant to serve a certain purpose.
At the watershed scale and beyond, land cover typically correlated with high nutrient load
is in the category of either agricultural or urban use (Beman et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2004;
Goodridge & Melack, 2012; Hashemi et al., 2016; Jordan et al., 1997; Kronvang et al., 2008; Lee
et al., 2015; Mouri et al., 2011; Pitt, 1994; Xia et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2013). Undeveloped or
forested lands serve as a control in most analyses, more often than not contributing far less to
observed nutrient pulse (Goodridge & Melack, 2012; Jordan et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2015; Pitt,
1994). Forests employ extensive biogeochemical processes which cycle nutrients internally and
efficiently. Components of this cycle include inputs from atmospheric deposition, N-fixation,
and weathering of minerals, uptake and storage by forest vegetation, production and
decomposition of litter, transformation by microorganisms, and eventually export via leaching,
volatilization, or denitrification (Foster & Bhatti, 2006).

2.1 Agriculture
The land use of concern with regard to nutrient loading is agriculture. The global rise in demand
for food comes as a consequence of population increases, rapid economic development, and the
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normalization of meat consumption (Hashemi et al., 2016). Along with this increasing demand—particularly for cereal crops such as rice, wheat and maize—comes the increase of nutrient
input to the landscape (Cassman, Dobermann, & Walters, 2002; Lee et al., 2015). Over 90% of
large marine ecosystems (LME) located in coastal areas with agricultural activity in nearby
watersheds receive half or more of their anthropogenic dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) load
as a result of agriculture (Lee et al., 2015).1 The primary agricultural driver of nutrient pollution
at the global scale is high application rate of inorganic fertilizer, especially in South and East
Asian regions (Lee et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2004). However, many other factors contribute to loss
of nutrients from agricultural systems such as the spreading of animal manure, legume
cultivation, and tillage (Cao et al., 2004; Jordan et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2015).
Due to farm specialization and the decoupling of crop and livestock operations, synthetic
fertilizers have seen an increased rate of implementation over the past fifty years (University of
Minnesota Extension, 2016). Fertilizers, specifically N fertilizers, are successful when the
applied N ends up either within harvested crop biomass, recycled crop residues, or inorganic N
pools (Cassman et al., 2002). The proportion of N that ends up within these storage pools is
defined as the Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE). However, NUE is subject to significant variation
as a result of several environmental factors and management practices (Benincasa, Guiducci, &
Tei, 2011). Tillage, plant diversity, and microbial processes can all heavily determine crop
development, soil stability, fertilizer retention, and mineralization of the soil organic matter
(SOM) pool (Benincasa et al., 2011; Cassman et al., 2002; Drinkwater & Snapp, 2007). Reliance
on inorganic fertilizers has led to reductions in plant cover alternating with cash-crop production
to maintain soil nutrient cycling (Drinkwater & Snapp, 2007). The resulting lack of carbon
DIN refers to the summed concentrations of nitrate (NO3–) and ammonia (NH3), two distinct forms of reactive
nitrogen (Nr)
1
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fixation, coupled with conventional tillage practices, lowers NUE by ridding the soil of SOM
pools and increasing its vulnerability to nutrient loss (Drinkwater & Snapp 2007). NUE can be
improved in systems which emphasize maintenance of SOM pools through organic inputs of
nutrients from plant, animal, and mineral residues (Drinkwater & Snapp, 2007). Access to
nutrients within these pools is then mediated by plant and microbial processes which cycle
nutrients within the system more efficiently (Drinkwater & Snapp, 2007).
In conventional systems, synthetic N fertilizers enter the plant-available N pool quickly
because they are made up of highly soluble inorganic N species (Cassman et al., 2002). When
the amount of plant available N within these pools exceeds the uptake requirements of the crop,
potential for N loss increases (Cassman et al., 2002). For this reason, applied N fertilizer often
has low recovery efficiency.2 However, synthetic fertilizers are relatively inexpensive. Therefore,
conventional nutrient management tends to result in over-application for the purpose of ensuring
that cash crops are well-supplied.
Alternative fertilizer application methods can result in a more effective balance between
applied N and existing soil N. In maize production, adoption of split fertilizer applications––as
opposed to one large application––helps to avoid overloading existing inorganic N pools and
remain more in sync with the crop’s uptake needs (Cassman et al., 2002). In addition,
nitrification inhibitors can be added either directly to the soil or into the fertilizer mix to slow
down the conversion of ammonium (NH4+) to nitrate (NO3–) by Nitrosomonas bacteria
(International Plant Nutrition Institute, 2015). This allows the applied N to combine with existing

2

Recovery efficiency is the proportion of applied N that is present in aboveground plant biomass at harvest
(Cassman et al., 2002).
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pools at a slower rate and prevent leaching as the crop utilizes the necessary amount (IPNI,
2015).
An alternative source of fertilizer is animal manure. The organic components of manure
provide arable soils with nutrients, as well as increased soil organic matter, aggregate stability,
and water infiltration capacity (University of Minnesota Extension, 2016). The organic N and P
found within animal manures are less soluble than their dissolved counterparts, and are therefore
less susceptible to leaching from the soil profile (Galloway et al., 2003; NRCS, 2007). However,
following manure application, large portions of nutrients are often lost via surface runoff,
especially during rain events (Smith, Jackson, & Pepper, 2001). A spatially explicit model
utilized for visualizing global river transport of land-based DIN concluded that animal manure is
the primary source of DIN to Central and South American coastal ecosystems (Lee et al., 2015).
Leguminous plants are another source of N through which farmers can fertilize their crop
without additional inputs. Due to their N-fixing properties, legumes are often included within
crop rotations so farmers can return nutrients to the soil after harvest. While a variety of
eukaryotic organisms can fix N2 to Nr, the process occurs predominantly via the symbiotic
relationship between leguminous plants and Rhizobium bacteria (Jarrell, 1990). These bacteria
form nodules in the roots of the plant and mediate N reduction by stimulating the nitrogenase
enzyme (Jarrell, 1990). Legume production accounts for 25-40 Tg of the 140 Tg N fixed yearly
by human sources (Crews & Peoples, 2004). This N runs the risk of leaching in well-drained
soils, particularly during seasonal fallows following the incorporation of cover crop residues
(Crews & Peoples, 2004). Some researchers, however, argue that legume-based sources of N
reduce leaching compared to fertilizer-based systems (Crews & Peoples, 2004; Tonitto, David, &
Drinkwater, 2005). They find that when leguminous cover crops are left to grow in place of bare
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fallows, they not only fix N, but they also fix and sequester carbon, leading to confinement of
nutrients within the soil profile by microbes (Crews & Peoples, 2004; Drinkwater & Snapp,
2007).
Lastly, different tillage practices can result in less efficient nutrient use in cropping
systems. Conventional tillage is a method by which farmers prepare soils for cultivation via
physical disturbance. Tillage suppresses weeds and aerates soil, providing microbes with the
needed oxygen to break down SOM more efficiently. However, conventional tillage also breaks
down soil aggregates, leading to a reduction in pore space (Jiang, Liu, & Zhang, 2017). Lack of
pore space reduces infiltration capacity, effectively increasing chances for surface runoff during
rain events or irrigation. However, no-till practices can also lead to losses of nutrients. While notill increases water infiltration and organic matter retention through its maintenance of soil
aggregate structure, it also facilitates macropore flow paths through which soluble N can easily
leach (Pesant, Dionne, & Genest, 1987).
Within agriculture, over application of fertilizer is considered the reigning cause of
nutrient loading to surrounding waterways. Other characteristics of agricultural systems such as
legume cultivation and tillage are also interpreted to be directly related to the nutrient loading
process. However, it has been shown that alternative nutrient management practices such as
cover cropping and strategic plant diversification can significantly mitigate nutrient losses,
creating more sustainable operations overall (Drinkwater & Snapp, 2007).

2.2 Urban
The second land use of concern with regard to nutrient loading is urban development. Many
studies identify demographic relocation as a primary driver for land use change (Hashemi et al.,
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2016). Rapidly rising populations call for the physical expansion of developed regions, often at
the cost of ecosystems serving as effective nutrient sinks (Mouri et al., 2011). The two
characteristics of urbanized watersheds that pose the highest dangers to aquatic ecosystems are
the high prevalence of impervious surfaces and the presence of sewage effluent point sources, or
wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) (Hashemi et al., 2016; Mouri et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2016).
Impervious surfaces result in high export efficiency due to nutrients from sources such as
lawn fertilizers, landfills, construction erosion, and pet and animal wastes travelling readily
within surface runoff (Carey et al., 2013; Mouri et al., 2011). This is in direct opposition to
forested regions, which maintain much lower export efficiency. Replacing forests with
impervious surfaces eradicates the nutrient cycling process and reroutes transport of mobile
nutrients and suspended solids (Mouri et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2016).
A lack of effective sewage infrastructure results in high nutrient load as well. Less dense
urban regions often rely on septic systems that are leaky and outdated, or improperly maintained
(Prior-Grosch, 2013). Septic systems separate solid and liquid effluent before distributing them
to nearby leach fields (Carey et al., 2013). By the time the wastewater has leached through the
soil profile and rejoined groundwater, the goal is for microbial processes to have removed all
impurities. However, in the case of nitrogen, for example, conventional systems often only
remove 10-44% of total nitrogen (TN) before discharge (Carey et al., 2013). Denser urban
regions often rely on centralized sewage infrastructure to route municipal effluent to WWTPs.
These facilities employ both physical and biological techniques to remove impurities such as N
and P prior to reuse or discharge into a local water body.
Sewage treatment occurs through three main steps: primary, secondary, and tertiary
treatment. Primary treatment is a unit operation, meaning the method of treatment is purely
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physical (Tchobanglous, Burton, & Stensel, 2003). During this stage, sedimentation techniques
are employed to separate suspended materials from wastewater (Carey et al., 2013;
Tchobanglous et al., 2003). Secondary treatment, considered a unit process because of its
employment of biological activity, utilizes harbored populations of microorganisms to consume
organic material remaining in suspension (Carey et al., 2013; Tchobanglous et al., 2003). Lastly,
tertiary treatment employs both unit operations and processes such as microscreen filtration and
biological N and P reduction to remove unconsumed particulates, metals, and nutrients (Carey et
al., 2013; Tchobanglous et al., 2003). Not all WWTPs employ all three forms of treatment.
On average, after receiving secondary treatment wastewater may contain 15-35 mg L-1
TN, as compared to tertiary treatment, which may average ≤1-8 mg L-1 (Carey et al., 2013). For
total phosphorus (TP), secondary treatment discharges may contain 4-10 mg L-1 while those from
tertiary treatment may contain ≤ 0.5-2 mg L-1 (Carey et al., 2013). While these are significant
reductions from untreated wastewater, which, for example, may contain upwards of 20-70 mg L-1
TN, lingering nutrient concentrations present a consistent load to receiving water bodies (Carey
et al., 2013).
The presence of a WWTP discharge can highly influence nutrient flows downstream
(Carey et al., 2013; Kaye, Groffman, Grimm, Baker, & Pouyat, 2006). However, of even more
concern are WWTPs with combined sewer systems, which couple both storm water and sewage
infrastructure. During conditions of high storm flow, excess rainwater runs off of roads and
sidewalks into sewers where it combines with effluent. This leads to an instance of combined
sewer overflow (CSO), in which the overwhelmed treatment system redirects the mix of
untreated sewage and storm water into the receiving body of water (Mouri et al., 2011;
Tchobanglous et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2016).
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There is limited recent literature on the effects of wastewater treatment affecting nutrient
export at larger scales. A study by Howarth et al. (1996) deemed sewage only to account for 11%
of anthropogenic TN input to the North Atlantic Ocean basin from North American land. Over
the past several decades, structural improvements to WWTPs coupled with overall increases in
nonpoint source nutrients have led to more research focused on the effects of these nonpoint
source cases (Howarth et al., 2002).
The primary cause of elevated nutrient loads resulting from urban development is a lack
of biogeochemical cycling. The proxy for this phenomenon is impervious surface routing
nutrients within surface flows directly into nearby bodies of water with little time to be
transformed or utilized. An increase in the proportion of vegetated area within urban centers is
one rapidly growing strategy for mitigating the loss of nutrients and other pollutants through
urban surface runoff. The expansion of urban greening projects such as vegetated rooftop
infrastructure, urban farms, and park placements along urban waterways are well underway in
many cities around the world.

3.0 Spatial & Temporal Dynamics
The links between different land uses, specifically forests, agriculture, and urban development to
nutrient loading are well established in the literature. The upcoming section will shift focus to the
spatial and temporal factors affecting this process. It assesses three primary concerns: how far
from a receiving water body the land cover class must be in order to be considered impactful,
how far downstream we continue to see the contributions of headwater streams, and how
precipitation regimes dictate nutrient pulses.
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3.1 Distance to Land Use
Researchers tend to use one of three analytical approaches to investigate the relationship between
land cover and nutrient delivery to waterways: the use of land cover class percentages at specific
distances from either stream banks or individual study sites; use of land cover class percentages
for all catchments above each study site; or a larger scale analysis through the observation of
several watersheds, each differing in percent cropland, developed area, and forest (Bolstad &
Swank, 1997; Cao et al., 2004; Goodridge & Melack, 2012; Jordan et al., 1997; King et al.,
2005; Mouri et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2016).
In most scenarios, the first of these methods is employed. The distance buffer considered
to be an area of impact on surface water generally ranges from 50-1000 meters depending on the
quality of the land cover (King et al., 2005). Despite this buffer method being the most common
to studies employing empirical analysis (as opposed to those employing process-based
modeling), it poses some issues. By equally considering all land cover classes within a specified
buffer, it assumes that each has a similar weight of effect on water quality (King et al., 2005).3
There are circumstances, however, in which a buffer analysis is quite acceptable,
bypassing a lack of distance weighting. For example, the largest area of a single land cover class
may be concentrated at one location along a stream, followed by another land cover further
downstream, and another, and so on. Often, building density will increase in a downstream
direction toward the mouth of a flowing body of water (Bolstad & Swank, 1997). As a result, the
largest concentration of developed land occurs in close proximity to the mouth, while other land
uses such as agriculture will be located upstream and away from the urban area. With a land

3

A method of correction for this problem is inverse-distance weighting (IDW), which emphasizes certain land
cover classes based on their proximity to the point of interest (King et al., 2005). Nevertheless, IDW is uncommon
and remains relatively unexplored (King et al., 2005).
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cover gradient such as this, a buffer analysis works due to the high level of homogeneity of land
cover surrounding any given sampling point.
Xia et al. (2016) present a unique study employing land use-nutrient analyses under such
a circumstance. The study took place in the Qinhuai River Basin, located in the Jiangsu province
of southeastern China. Nineteen continuous monitoring locations were established along the
river, for each of which the authors delineated a subwatershed characterized by the land cover of
the surrounding area. 4 Due to the way land cover in the watershed was distributed, the authors
were able to categorize the land into three main headings, each downstream of one another: a
Traditional Agricultural Region (paddy rice and wheat), an Intensive Agricultural Region
(aquaculture and poultry), and a City Region (impervious surface and sewage point sources).
This gradient allowed the authors to assign each of the 19 sampling locations a specific land use
category and assess N and P levels as they moved downstream. They found that N and P
parameters such as total dissolved nitrogen (TDN), NO3–, NH4+, and total dissolved phosphorus
(TDP) all either decreased or remained consistent while passing through agricultural regions, but
increased sharply when passing through the city region (Xia et al., 2016). They concluded that
impervious surfaces were the most important driver of nutrient load in this system. In this
scenario, the authors were able to attain a high level of certainty concerning the effect of a
specific land use on nutrient load due to homogeneity of land cover surrounding each sampling
point. Because the effect of land cover is said to range from 50-1000 meters away from the body
of water (King et al., 2005), the nutrient levels observed at each sampling point in the study were
directly attributable to the surrounding land cover at site-scale (Xia et al., 2016). However, while

4

Note that “subwatershed” in this case refers to a unique buffer created for each site to encompass both surrounding
land cover and flow paths.
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land cover directly surrounding a sampling point is likely to influence the water quality observed
at that point, land cover classes characterized by a high loss of nutrients do not need to take up
the majority of the space within a catchment to have a significant effect.
Oftentimes a watershed can be characterized by quite a low percentage of agricultural or
developed land and still maintain a high nutrient load. This often occurs in watersheds that are
predominantly forested, but contain a section of agriculture or developed land (Bolstad &
Swank, 1997; Goodridge & Melack, 2012). One characteristic of Xia et al.’s (2016) study was
the lack of representation of forested land within the analysis. A separate study conducted by
Bolstad and Swank (1997) in a predominantly forested Appalachian watershed in North Carolina
also utilized the buffer technique in the case of a similar downstream land use gradient.
However, unlike Xia et al. (2016), who drew a positive connection only between the city region
and nutrient load in a basin lacking forest, Bolstad and Swank (1997) discovered significant
correlations between both agriculture and urban land cover despite there being only 6% nonforested area within the study watershed. Bolstad and Swank (1997) ran simple regressions on a
variety of water quality variables and land cover class percentages progressing downstream and
found significant relationships between N parameters and anthropogenic land uses, particularly
during rain events. These rapid increases during rain events were likely due to overland flow,
which was observed by the authors in all anthropogenically managed areas (Bolstad & Swank,
1997). These significant relationships were detected despite the small portion of the land
occupied by anthropogenic uses within the study watershed (Bolstad & Swank, 1997).
Similar results have been seen in a variety of settings. Cao et al. (2004), for example,
found cropland agriculture to be the primary contributor of N input to China’s Jiulong River
Estuary despite only occupying 19% of the watershed. Mouri et al. (2011) revealed increases in
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all observed N and P parameters within the Shigenobu River Basin of Japan as a result of 10%
conversion from forest to urban land use over time. The effects of small plots of anthropogenic
land cover and their tendency to expand over time highlight the need for more historical analyses
focusing on the effects of land use change on water quality.

3.2 Downstream Headwater Influence
Nitrogen undergoes several cycles of uptake and regeneration prior to removal from the stream
channel (Peterson et al., 2001). First and second-order streams, or the smallest tributaries, are
highly important in regulating uptake and removal of nitrogen due to their high ratios of benthic
area to above water volume (Alexander et al., 2007; Peterson et al., 2001).5 The benthic surface
of a stream, or the hyporheic zone, is crucial to the cycling and permanent removal of nitrogen
via metabolic processes (Alexander et al., 2007; Jones & Holmes, 1996). High variation in
nutrient concentrations and oxygen levels occur within benthic sediments due to exchanges
between aerated stream water and anoxic groundwater flow (Alexander et al., 2007; Jones &
Holmes, 1996). This connecting point facilitates biologically active areas where processes such
as denitrification can occur (Alexander et al., 2007; Jones & Holmes, 1996). As stream orders go
up and surface water drainage increases in size, it becomes more difficult for these hyporheic
exchanges to operate as efficiently (Peterson et al., 2001).
While low order streams are crucial in regulating nutrient cycling, they are also the most
sensitive to anthropogenic disturbance (Peterson et al., 2001). In an undisturbed first-order forest
stream, N uptake and removal may occur in a matter of tens to hundreds of meters (Peterson et

5

The order number is delineated by the Strahler ordering system, which deems small streams with no tributaries as
order 1, moving up in order only when two streams of the same order join to become one at a point of confluence
(Alexander et al., 2017).
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al., 2001). However, excessive contributions of N and P to these small headwaters can override
their abilities for transformation and removal, allowing inputs to travel much further downstream
(Peterson et al., 2001).
Unlike N, which is easily dissolved and transported within stream water, transport of P
from headwaters to downstream catchments is often governed by waves of sediment movement
(Gomi, Sidle, & Richardson, 2010). These waves occur as a result of stream bank erosion or
surface runoff, and their timing is often mitigated by factors such as tributary junction points,
constrained sections of the channel, debris, and runoff volume (Gomi et al., 2002). Similar to N,
removal of P from the stream water is determined by microbial processes. Bioavailable P located
within allocthonous debris as well as P adhered to sediment particles are broken down by
macroinvertebrates and eventually utilized by bacteria and fungi (Gomi et al., 2002).
Watershed studies focused on N contributions at small spatial scales suggest that N
observed in higher order surface waters is highly connected to distant upstream landscapes
(Alexander et al., 2007; Peterson et al., 2001; Seitzinger et al., 2002). Steady-state models such
as SPARROW have been utilized to describe nutrient source inputs and transport tendencies
based on mean annual N loads estimated from periodic measurements of N and streamflow at
various locations along stream networks (Alexander et al., 2007; Seitzinger et al., 2002).
Simulation results have predicted that N contributions from headwater streams declines with
increases in stream order (Alexander et al., 2007). Alexander et al. (2007) found that second
order streams receive approximately 65% of nitrogen loads and 70% of their entire water volume
from headwaters. Mean water volume contributions in the study declined slightly to
approximately 55% in fourth order streams and up (Alexander et al., 2007).
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The high influence of low order headwater streams on downstream water quality as well
as their susceptibility to anthropogenic disturbance requires a readdress of the distance of land
cover class to a stream. Given that over half of a stream’s mean water volume comes from
upstream headwaters, it is likely that land cover surrounding low order headwaters will more
heavily influence overall water quality than land cover along the stream’s main channel. Bolstad
& Swank (2007) observed positive correlations between nitrate, ammonium, and phosphate
levels to upstream building densities. The authors also mention that stream size increases
downstream in their study area, indicating that the upstream sampling locations are along smaller
and more significantly affected stream channels. However, Xia et al. (2016) analyzed water
quality parameters as they passed through each land cover region along the main channel,
seemingly assuming the observation was resulting directly from the surrounding land cover.
However, each land cover category was encompassed by more than one sampling location,
indicating at least two points of measurement for each land cover class. This means that there
was assessment of each land cover class at least one sampling location downstream of where that
land cover began along the main channel. They do not specifically address low order headwater
water quality in relation to any of the land cover regions, but they do incorporate downstream
transport within their analysis.

3.3 Precipitation Regimes
Extensive empirical evidence suggests that N and P concentrations within bodies of water are
highly reflective of water delivery mechanisms (Alexander, Boyer, Smith, Schwartz, & Moore,
2007; Galloway et al., 2003; Goodridge & Melack, 2012; Hashemi et al., 2016; Mouri et al.,
2011; Xia et al., 2016). Precipitation patterns are also seen to be the dominant factors
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determining the flow of surface waters as well as nutrient loads (Castillo, I. Güneralp, & B.
Güneralp, 2014).
During dry conditions, the majority of the water delivered to a stream or river results
from base flow, or groundwater discharge (Goodridge & Melack, 2012; Jordan et al., 1997).
Surface water flow rates under base flow conditions are consistent and regular. The alternative is
storm flow, or wet season conditions during which above ground flows resulting from
precipitation or snowmelt are the primary delivery mechanisms (Goodridge & Melack, 2012).
Under storm flow conditions, surface water flow rates increase significantly due to direct
discharge.
Results of a study conducted in 27 watersheds containing varying degrees of cropland in
the Chesapeake Bay drainage revealed that nitrate discharge was positively correlated with both
increasing cropland and base flow indices (Jordan et al., 1997). Base flow index was determined
for each watershed by estimating the proportion of daily base flows from the sum of daily
measured surface flows at the drainage point (Jordan et al., 1997). Higher base flow indices
correlated with consistent water discharge while lower indices were characterized by pulsed
discharge (Jordan et al., 1997). The observed watersheds were split between two independent
geological regions, one of which contained a higher percentage of cropland than the other
(Jordan et al., 1997). The region with more cropland also coincided with higher base flow indices
(Jordan et al., 1997). Hence, high surface water nutrient concentrations within an agricultural
watershed are likely due to the prevalence of dissolved nutrients in groundwater flow, which
result from downward movement of fertilizer through the soil profile (Goodridge & Melack,
2012; Jordan et al., 1997; Findlay et al., 2010). This presence of nutrients is likely due to a
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combination of over fertilization and leaching, but can also result from the direct discharge of
excess fertilizers through tile drains (Goodridge & Melack, 2012).
Base flow conditions are characterized by little to no rain. This means that groundwater
flows in agricultural watersheds are likely to contain high concentrations of leached fertilizer
nutrients due to a lack of dilution (Goodridge & Meack, 2012). The coupling of fertilizer
nutrients with base flow conditions has been suggested in other results as well (Goodridge &
Melack, 2012; Xia et al., 2016). A study conducted by Goodridge and Melack (2012) in six
mountainous Southern California watersheds found that base flow nitrate concentrations in
observed agricultural watersheds were 5 to 20 times higher than those of urban watersheds, and
67 to 241 times higher than those of forested watersheds.
However, during stormflow, the relationship between agriculture and nutrient load can
change. The same study by Goodridge & Melack (2012) used a hyperbolic equation to determine
the concentration versus runoff (C-Q) relationship in each study watershed (Goodridge &
Melack, 2012). The authors measured stream discharge as a function of water level, as well as
samples of base flow and storm flow, and dissolved ammonium and nitrate concentrations. N
concentration was categorized as either dilution, invariance, or enrichment as runoff conditions
moved from base flow to storm flow (Goodridge & Melack, 2012). These conditions occurred
when solute mobilization per volume of water exported to a stream decreased, remained the
same, or increased, respectively. During storm flow conditions, agricultural runoff became
diluted while runoff originating in forested areas became significantly enriched. These N pulses
resulted from the flushing of soil N that had accumulated in the upper regolith during dryer
portions of the season (Goodridge & Melack, 2012). It is likely that the influx of water following
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a post-drought storm mobilizes N-rich SOM, initiating mineralization and nitrification processes
while separating them from plant uptake (Bernal et al., 2005; Goodridge & Melack, 2012).
The undeveloped regions studied were just upland of Santa Barbara, which qualifies as a
semi-arid Mediterranean climate. This climate is characterized by long dry periods interspersed
with periodic rainfall. Other studies conducted in regions with similar climatic conditions have
shown precipitation-regulated nutrient pulse in forested watersheds as well (Bernal et al., 2005).
However, in watersheds with more regular precipitation patterns, forested land cover maintains
regulated nutrient cycling characterized by low export efficiency (Foster & Bhatti, 2006).

4.0 Approaches for the Saw Kill
The Saw Kill watershed is relatively small, and characterized by a diverse range of land cover
for its size. Its easily accessible channel, as well as its status as a dearly treasured waterway to
the surrounding community provides a unique opportunity to understand how the water has
changed over the years. In addition, the Dutchess County Natural Resources Inventory (2010)
has catalogued the Saw Kill as a stream with abnormally elevated nitrate levels. In this study, I
observe nitrate levels within the stream obtained over several sampling years. I aim to reevaluate Saw Kill nitrate levels as well as explore any potential connections between these
observations and the surrounding land cover. First, I compile historical water quality data from
1975-1982, along with more recent data from 2014-2016 in order to form a centralized data
frame spanning several sampling years. Then, I utilize land cover data compiled by Hudsonia
(Ltd.) to pair nitrate readings with land cover at a high resolution, site-specific scale. Finally, I
employ linear regression analysis in an attempt to express nitrate concentrations as a function of
increasing area of three classes of land cover. To complement the land cover analysis, I also run
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regressions expressing nitrate as a function of precipitation during the week and month-long
periods prior to sampling.
I hypothesize that -1.

The land cover class through which the stream passes will have some discernible effect
on the variation of nitrate concentrations. I predict that buffer drainages with higher
amounts of agriculture or development will correlate with higher concentrations of nitrate
within the stream. I also predict that buffer drainages characterized by more forested land
will correlate with lower concentrations.

2. Rain in the seven days and month prior to sampling will have a discernable effect on the
variation of nitrate concentrations. I predict that higher levels of rainfall observed over
the week prior to sampling will result in higher nitrate concentrations while higher levels
observed over the month prior to sampling will result in lower concentrations.
In my discussion, I take into account the various reasons why the surrounding land use and
precipitation regimes may or may not be influencing nitrate concentrations within the stream
channel. I also begin to question changes to water quality and microbial processes as a result of
regional climate change. Finally, I lay out the implications that this study may have on future
water quality studies in the Saw Kill watershed.

5.0 Materials & Methods
I assessed both historical and current data on water quality, climate, and surrounding land use for
the Saw Kill watershed. During 1975-1986, water quality data were compiled for 19 sites along
the Saw Kill tributary and its headwaters. Sites were located throughout seven sub-basins of the
watershed up to 11.17 km upstream of the mouth (Figure 1). These data contained monthly
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sampling for parameters such as water temperature (°C), pH (pH units), dissolved oxygen
(mg/L), dissolved oxygen percent saturation (%), hardness (mg/L CaCO3), total alkalinity (mg/L
CaCO3), chloride (mg/L Cl1-), total phosphate (mg/L PO43-), nitrate (mg/L NO3–), ammonium
nitrogen (mg/L NH4+), iron (mg/L Fe), conductivity (micromhos), fecal coliform (MFT/100ml),
fecal strep (MFT/100ml), and total coliform (MFT/100ml) (Figure 2). Iron analyses were
discontinued after 1976, dissolved oxygen saturation was added in early 1977, and conductivity
was only assessed in the first sample of 1978. In addition, field observations were taken on air
temperature (°C) and cloud cover (%). These data were digitized in the summer of 2016 during
the Bard Summer Research Institute.
Historical data were then compiled with more recent data taken between 2014-2016. Data
observed between 2014-2015 were compiled for a variety of individual research projects, the
methods for which match those of the chemical assays that follow. Data from 2016 were
collected in accordance with an updated sampling regime for the ongoing Saw Kill Monitoring
Program (SKMP) inspired by the regime of the 1970s-1980s. These data contained similar water
quality parameters for 15 sampling locations (Figure 2). Some parameters included water
temperature (°C), turbidity (NTU), pH (pH units), dissolved oxygen (mg/L), chloride (mg/L Cl),
total phosphate (mg/L PO43-), total phosphorus (mg/L P), nitrate (mg/L NO3–), ammonium
nitrogen (mg/L NH4+), nitrate detected through ion chromatography (mg/L NO3–), total nitrogen
(mg/L N), calcium (mg/L Ca), magnesium (mg/L Mg), potassium (mg/L K), silicate (mg/L
SIO44-), sodium (mg/L Na), and sulfate (mg/L SO42-). Ten of the 15 new sampling locations
overlapped with the original 19 (Table 1). All sampling locations were then placed into a GIS
shapefile with an overlapping land-cover layer created by Hudsonia in 2011. Specific area (m2)
of developed, agricultural, and forested land covers were generated for each sub-basin and
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sampling location at a set radius. Finally, Rstudio was utilized to delineate trends between land
cover class and site-specific nutrient concentrations through linear regression analysis.

5.1 Study Watershed
The Saw Kill watershed (66.86 km2) is located in Dutchess County, New York, 161 km north of
New York City on the eastern bank of the Hudson River, latitude 42°00’N, longitude 73°53’W
(Hudsonia, 2011, Figure 3). The watershed system resides 74.2% within the town of Red Hook,
and 25.8% within the town of Milan (Hart & Barten, 1998). It is currently made up of
approximately 14% developed land, 51.4% forest, 23.4% agriculture, and 11.2% other land cover
(Hudsonia 2011; Figure 4). The Saw Kill flows westward, travelling through a variety of land
uses before emptying into Tivoli South Bay, a large and shallow inlet characterized by subtidal
zones and mudflats (New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Hudson River
National Estuarine Research Reserve: Tivoli Bays). The stream provides around 90% of upland
streamflow to Tivoli South Bay (Reichheld & Barten, 1991). Approximately 260 meters
upstream of the mouth, an outfall pipe routed from the Bard College WWTP discharges treated
sewage into the stream. The Bard College WWTP employs both primary and secondary
treatment, however it still contributes nutrients at high concentrations relative to other sites.
Though the discharge from the outfall pipe is tested regularly by the SKMP, these readings have
been left out of all analyses in order to prevent the inclusion of spurious nitrate concentrations.
However, data from sites downstream of the outfall pipe were deemed far enough away to be
kept within the analysis. The stream is dammed in two locations along its main channel. Both
dams are remaining infrastructure from two separate mills that were likely in operation during
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the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The dam closest to the Saw Kill’s mouth is located ~6
meters upstream of site 22, while the other is located ~70 meters upstream of site 21.
Soils surrounding the Saw Kill are primarily silt loams descended from glacial till (Hart
& Barten, 1998). Soils range in depth from 0.8-2.3m to bedrock, with a well-drained upper
regolith overlying a poorly drained layer below (Hart & Barten, 1998). Elevations in the Saw
Kill watershed range from 0m at the mouth to 268.2m along the northeastern boundary. Figure 5
depicts the watershed’s topography with an exaggerated shade gradient.
A tributary of the Hudson River, the Saw Kill and its watershed are considered a subdrainage of the Hudson River basin (22,531 km2). Local climate is influenced by continental
polar and maritime air masses (Reichheld & Barten, 1991). Annual precipitation, runoff and
temperature in the mid-Hudson River valley average 102-122 cm, 46-61 cm, and 8.3 °C,
respectively (USGS National Water Quality Assessment Program, 2013).

5.2 Study Sites
Data from a total of 24 sites were compiled within this study (Table 1). These sites are located
over 11.18 km of the Saw Kill, and encompass all sampling locations within both the historical
and current regimes from which data have been extracted and recorded within the master dataset.
Land cover along the Saw Kill’s main channel is primarily forested in the easternmost reaches
and mouth, with a higher level of development and agricultural land cover based in the center
(Figure 4). Therefore, sites 1-5 and 19-25 are surrounded primarily by forest, while sites 6-18 are
surrounded primarily by anthropogenic land cover. Site descriptions by both the historical
sampling regime as well as SKMP can be found in Appendices A and B.
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5.3 Master Dataset Compilation
For this study, six separate sets of data were compiled into one centralized data frame (Figure 6).
Five contained water quality data for the Saw Kill while one contained surrounding land cover
data. Following compilation, a subset of the data was extracted in order to perform nitrate-land
cover analyses.
Historical data (hereby referred to as OD for “Original Data”) were obtained in late
September in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in the following columnar format, left to right:
“date,” “site,” “chloride (mg/L Cl-),” “time,” “air temperature (˚C),” “water temperature (˚C),”
“pH (units),” “dissolved oxygen (mg/L),” “dissolved oxygen percent saturation (%),” “hardness
(mg/L CaCO3),” “total alkalinity (mg/L CaCO3),” “total phosphate (mg/L PO 3/4-),” “nitrate
(mg/L N),” “ammonium nitrogen (N),” “iron (mg/L),” “conductivity (micromhos),” “fecal
coliforms (MFT/100ml),” “fecal strep (MFT/100ml),” “fecal coliform to fecal strep ratio,” “total
coliform (MFT/100ml),” “weather,” “cloud cover,” “test day rainfall (in.),” “rainfall previous 7
days (in.),” “rainfall previous 28 days (in.),” and “notes.” Data on nutrient parameters for 20142015 (hereby referred to as NP1415 for “Nitrogen/Phosphorus 2014-2015”) were then obtained
in a separate Excel spreadsheet in the following columnar format, left to right: “Date,” “P.O.
Number,” “Cost Center,” “Lab Sample ID,” “Project Sample ID,” “Collection Date,”
“Ammonium-N (mg/L),” “Nitrate-N (mg/L),” “Phosphate-P (mg/L),” “Total Nitrogen (mg/L),”
and “Total Phosphorus (mg/L).”
In order to keep both of the original datasets intact, a new file was created to house the
master set. The file contained both a new spreadsheet to house the master set, as well as two
additional spreadsheets for OD and NP1415 to reside untouched for reference. As a foundation
set, OD was uploaded into the new spreadsheet (hereby referred to as MD for “Master Data”). In
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MD, the date column observations from NP1415 were inserted beneath the final observation of
the date column of OD. A new column was then inserted next to the “site” column in MD to
house the “Project Sample ID” column from NP1415. However, these IDs did not delineate the
sample sites at which these nutrient concentrations had been observed. Therefore, a centrifuge
tube translation spreadsheet that had been generated prior to sending samples out for analysis
was employed to decode project sample ids. Once sites were obtained for each observation in
NP1415, the site column of OD was relabeled “old” in MD, and a new column was inserted
adjacently called “new” to house the site names for the NP1415 observations. Next, a unique
“site.id” column was created in MD in order to individualize all sites from which information
was to be analyzed for the current study. All sites, old and new, were plotted on a Google map
(Figure 7) based off of the sample site maps created for the original regime (Figure 1), the new
regime (Figure 2), and GPS coordinates provided by the SKMP. Sites with no available
coordinates were preliminarily plotted based on the maps that had been created from the original
and new sample regimes, followed by ground-truthing to confirm exact locations. Sites were
then assigned individual site IDs beginning from easternmost location to westernmost. These IDs
were then inserted into the “site.id” column in MD, in accordance to their corresponding new or
old site name (Table 1).
Following the creation of “site.id”, two columns were then inserted adjacently to contain
GIS coordinates for each site. Coordinates were obtained from either the SKMP or the Google
map that I created. A “qualifier” column was then inserted to delineate level of confidence that
each site truly resided at its coordinate location. This quality factor was delineated on a scale of
1-3, 1 indicating low confidence, 2 moderate confidence, and 3 high confidence, respectively. Of
the 25 individual sites for which data were obtained, 17 qualified as level 3, 5 qualified as level
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2, and 3 qualified as level 1. During the ground-truthing process, all sites that were easily
approachable and matched the GPS coordinates to a reasonable degree were given a confidence
rating of 3. Sites that were semi-visible but unapproachable due to private property or lack of
infrastructure were given a confidence rating of either 2 or 1, depending on visibility level.
Nutrient concentrations from NP1415 were then added to their corresponding sites and
dates, below those of OD. Separate columns for “total nitrogen” and “total phosphorus” were
created in MD to accommodate these observations from NP1415. In addition, all nutrient
observations from OD were assumed to have been obtained from unfiltered samples, as well as
those from NP1415 that were not noted to have been pumped through a 0.22-micron filter. To
accommodate for unfiltered samples “NO3,” “NH4,” and “PO4” columns were relabeled to
“NO3.t,” “NH4.t,” and “PO4.t,” respectively, the “t” standing for “total.” In addition, three more
columns were created entitled “NO3.22,” “NH4.22,” and “PO4.22,” respectively. The “.22”
indicated passage through a 0.22-micron filter.
Once OD and NP1415 were combined to a degree, spurious values were then corrected
under a variety of assumptions in order to prep the numbers for analysis. For columns “PO4.t”
and “PO4.22,” all values that were negative or read “<0.002” were converted to “0.” For
columns “NO3.t” and “NO3.22” all values that were negative or read “<0.02” were converted to
“0.” All values that read “>x” were rounded up to the next whole number. For columns “NH4.t”
and “NH4.22” all values that were negative or read “<0.02” were converted to “0.” For “fecal
coliform,” “fecal strep,” and “total coliform” columns, several cells contained <, >, ≤, or ≥
values. In order to keep the initial values intact for reference, three new columns were created to
house the adjusted spurious values. These columns were titled “fca”, “fsa”, and “tca”, standing
for “fecal coliform adjusted”, “fecal strep adjusted”, and “total coliform adjusted”, respectively.
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For each of these columns, the exact same values from parent columns were inserted. Then in
each, values reading “<x” were rounded down one whole unit, values reading “>x” were rounded
up one whole unit, and values reading “≤x” or “≥x” were kept at the same value without the sign.
All data cells in MD lacking data were then filled in with “NA” to avoid later complications with
analyses.
The next dataset to be added to MD was received in January 2017. These data (hereby
referred to as CMP1415 for “Calcium/Magnesium/Potassium 2014-2015”), corresponded to the
2014-2015 readings from NP1415 and were received in the following columnar format, left to
right: “Calcium-ICP (mg/L),” “Chloride (mg/L),” “Magnesium-ICP (mg/L),” “Nitrate-IC
(mg/L),” “Potassium-ICP (mg/L),” “Silicate (mg/L),” “Sodium-ICP (mg/L),” and “Sulfate
(mg/L).” The “ICP” located in the calcium, chloride, magnesium, potassium, and sodium column
titles refers to the method of Inductively Coupled Plasma spectroscopy. When added to MD, the
“ICP” was dropped from the column title, but the method was recorded in metadata. The “IC” in
the nitrate column title refers to ion chromatography, also a specific method of quantification.
Due to the already existing nitrate readings for this set of samples, the “IC” was kept in the
column title for this parameter to maintain some level of distinction between both nitrate
parameters. Data from this set were inserted into MD for the corresponding sites and dates. All
parameters added to MD from CMP1415 were new except for chloride. Therefore, all new
parameters received individual columns while chloride readings were added to the corresponding
sites and dates within the existing “chloride” column.
The next dataset added to MD was received in February 2017. This set (hereby referred
to as SKMP16 for “Saw Kill Monitoring Program 2016”), contained data for samples collected
by the SKMP in 2016. These data were split into five separate spreadsheets, and readings from
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each were compounded into one sheet prior to being transferred to MD. SKMP16 data were
received in the following columnar format, left to right: “Date,” “Time,” Site name,”
“enterococcus (CFU/100ml),” “enterococcus dilution factor,” “enterococcus notes,” “coliforms
(CFU/100ml),” “e-coli (CFU/100ml),” “coliform/e-coli dilution factor,” “coliform/e-coli notes,”
“Turbidity (NTU),” “Turbidity Trial 2 (NTU),” “Turbidity Trial 3 (NTU),” “Turbidity Average
(NTU),” “Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L),” “Dissolved Oxygen Percent Saturation (%),”
“Conductivity (µS),” “Conductivity (ms/cm),” “Salinity (ppt),” “Temperature (˚C),”
“Compensated Conductivity,” “Uncompensated Conductivity,” “Obstructions (physical
observation),” “Water Level (physical observation),” “Water Appearance (physical
observation),” “Weather (physical observation),” and “Notes.” Due to the fact that no samples
from 2016 had yet been added to MD, none of these data corresponded to previous rows.
Therefore, data within the distinguishing “date,” “time,” and “site name” columns were all added
below the data from the previous sets. Columns for all parameters within SKMP16 that already
existed within MD were simply added below the final 2015 value. New columns were created in
MD for all turbidity trials, turbidity average, conductivity parameters (due to use of different
units from the original column), salinity, and all physical observations except for weather. In
addition, Enterococcus was split into two columns, one for assays run on undiluted samples, and
one for samples diluted 1:10. Likewise, coliforms and e-coli were each split into two columns as
well, one for samples diluted 1:10 and another for samples diluted 1:100. Due to this
modification, the dilution columns from SKMP16 were omitted.
The final dataset added to MD was also received in February 2017, and contained
nutrient readings for all samples from SKMP16. These data (hereby referred to as NP16 for
“Nitrogen/Phosphorus 2016”), were received in the following columnar format, left to right:
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“Date Submitted,” “P.O. Number,” “Cost Center,” “Lab Sample ID,” “Project Sample ID,”
“Collection Date,” “site,” “notes,” “Ammonium-N,” “Nitrate-N,” and “Phosphate-P.” As with
NP1415, the project sample IDs did not reveal which site corresponded with each sample.
Therefore, another centrifuge tube translation spreadsheet was employed to decode project
sample IDs. Once sites were delineated for each sample, the nutrient readings were then input
into their proper columns within MD. The “notes” column of NP16 revealed which samples had
been run through 0.22-micron filters, allowing each sample to be sorted into the proper nutrient
column. At this point, spurious values were once again corrected in MD under the same set of
assumptions as before.
Rain data were obtained from weatherunderground.com and incorporated into MD as
well. For each sampling day, total sum of precipitation was obtained for the duration of seven
and 30 days prior. These two variables received their own columns in MD, labeled “rain7” and
“rainmonthprior.” All rain data were observed from a field station in Poughkeepsie, New York,
residing ~35km south of the Saw Kill watershed. Poughkeepsie data were used due to the fact
that this field station was the closest location that had maintained a consistent precipitation
record between 1975 and the present day.

5.3.1 Land Cover Delineation & Inclusion Within Data
Prior to this study, baseline elevation, sub-basin, and land-cover maps of the Saw Kill watershed
had already been created by Hudsonia utilizing GIS technology. Land cover data were acquired
from the National Land Cover Dataset of 2011. These data were in turn used to calculate
compartmentalized land coverage for the entire watershed as well as for each sub-basin. While
these data came from a 2011 land cover assessment, analyses were conducted under the
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assumption that land coverage was the same in 1975-1982. The lack of land cover data from the
period of 1975-1982 put a constraint on running analyses through time. However, land cover
change data from 1996 to the present as published by NOAA show a minimal amount of change
(NOAA, 2016). Moreover, over 50% of the watershed is forested, which would have been so
during 1975-1982 as well. For these reasons, it was assumed that the 2011 land cover data would
remain an accurate representation of land cover throughout the past several decades.
Within the Hudsonia data, land cover was split into six classes: open water, barren land,
shrubland, upland forest, vegetated wetland, developed area, and meadow/cultural/agricultural
(MCA), which was interpreted as a proxy for agriculture (Figure 4). In order to simplify the
scope of my analysis, only land cover classes of upland forest, development, and MCA were
calculated and considered individually. Open water, barren land, vegetated wetland, and
shrubland were grouped together as “other.” Sampling sites were then superimposed by Site ID
over the land cover, elevation, and sub-basin maps previously generated by Hudsonia (Figures 4,
5, & 8). This allowed for each site to be placed within its own proper sub-basin as well as a
preliminary assessment of surrounding land cover and geographical characteristics.
Once each site was assigned to the proper sub-basin, new columns were created in MD
for basin, basin area (ac), basin area (m2), upland forest acreage per basin, MCA acreage per
basin, developed acreage per basin, percent upland forest per basin, percent MCA per basin, and
percent developed area per basin. “Upstream” areas for upland forest, MCA, and developed land
cover classes were also calculated for each sampling site along the Saw Kill’s main channel. This
was determined by summing the total land cover acreage for each class within any sub-basin that
was upstream of a site along the main channel. Upstream upland forest, upstream developed
area, and upstream MCA each received their own column within MD.
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Due to the differing sizes of each of the sub-basins, expressing site-specific water quality
readings as a function of sub-basin percent land cover would produce spurious results. In order to
account for this discrepancy, upstream semi-circular buffer zones were created for each sample
site in order to develop site-specific drainage areas. These buffers measured 100m x100m, 100m
x 500m, 500m x 100m, and 500m x 500m, respectively (hereby referred to as “100x100,”
“500x100,” “100x500,” & “500x500”). Within each pair of dimensions, the first represents a
linear “width” distance orthogonal to the stream, while the second represents a “length” distance
moving upstream, parallel to the channel (Figures 9-11). Total area (m2) for each of the three
land cover classes of interest was then calculated within the buffer zone for each sampling site
(Tables 2-4) These measures were given their own set of columns within MD as well.6 While the
original intent was to generate land cover percentages within each buffer zone, the winding
nature of the stream caused several buffer zones to either cross into downstream sub-basins or
outside the boundaries of the watershed. These sections of the buffers were deleted, resulting in
inconsistencies among buffer zone sizes. For this reason, the calculation of land cover
percentages within the buffer zones was bypassed and analyses were conducted only utilizing
square meters.

5.4 Field Sampling & Physical/Chemical Analysis
No field sampling nor physical/chemical analyses were conducted within this study. All
sampling and processing were conducted by either the Saw Kill sampling project of the 1970-

6

Land cover observations at the 500x100 scale were omitted in the analysis due to their being nearly identical to
those at the 100x100 scale.
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1980s, SKMP, Bard College students conducting independent/class-related research, or analysts
at the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies.

5.4.1 Sampling and Processing Methods from 1975-1982
The Saw Kill Community Newsletters, found on the website of the Saw Kill Watershed
Community (SKWC), state that samples extracted from the field which correspond to the data
collected between 1975-1982 were kept in sterilized glass bottles (Rosenthal, 1976-1982).
Methods for the generation of readings for dissolved oxygen, total alkalinity, hardness, pH, and
nitrate in OD are consistent with those described within the Hach water and wastewater analysis
procedures manual (Seidenberg, 1978). All other physical and chemical analyses within OD
have been deduced to be the product of either field testing kits or bench top assays (Rosenthal,
1976-1982).
Nitrate analyses were run through cadmium reduction using NitraVer V Nitrate reagent.
Sterilized 25-ml graduated cylinders were filled with sample water. Then, one NitraVer V
Nitrate reagent packet was added prior to shaking. Presence of nitrate was indicated by the
development of an amber color after five minutes. In order to delineate specific concentration,
analysts employed one of three instruments: the Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20, the Bauch and
Lomb Mini Spec 20, or the Perkin-Elmer Spectrophotometer. Specific procedures corresponds to
each instrument can be found in appendix C.

5.4.2 Sampling and Processing Methods from 2014-2016
All samples collected between 2014-2016 were kept in sterilized 2-liter bottles. Bottles were
rinsed three times prior to sample collection. After a bottle was filled with sample water, it was
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transferred to an insulated cooler pack over ice until returning to the lab. Samples were collected
beginning at the mouth of the Saw Kill and continued upstream in order to minimize downstream
disturbance.
Nitrate detection assays were carried out by analysts at the Cary Institute of Ecosystem
studies via Cadmium reduction in flow injection analysis. Nitrate was reduced to nitrite by
passing the sample through a copperized cadmium column. The nitrite, which consisted of
reduced nitrate in addition to original nitrite, was then determined by diazotizing with
sulfanilamide and then coupling with N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine dihydrochloride. The
resulting water soluble dye had a magenta color which was read at 520 nm. Nitrate was then
determined through subtraction. This procedure corresponds to Method 10-107-04-1-C in Lachat
Applications in Standard Methods 21st Century Edition. Protocols created by the SKMP for
sample aliquoting, coliform & e-coli detection, enterococcus detection, sample filtration, and
turbidity are available in appendices D-H. Dissolved oxygen (mg/L), dissolved oxygen percent
saturation (%), conductivity (µS, ms/cm), salinity (ppt), & temperature (˚C) parameters were all
measured utilizing the Ecosense EC300A field probe.

5.5 Statistical Analyses
Linear regressions were run for all sites together, followed by regressions exclusive to sites
found along the main channel of the Saw Kill.7 For all land cover analyses, site 17 was removed
due to the input of high nitrate concentrations from a known WWTP point source shortly
upstream on Benner road. In all analyses, land cover at the various scales of drainage was the

7

While MD contains water quality data from the years 1975-1982, as well as sites 1-25, there are no NO3– data for
the year of 1975, nor sites 1, 4, or 11. There are NO3– data for site 23 (Bard WWTP sewage outfall pipe) but these
data have been removed for scaling reasons.
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explanatory variable while nitrate concentration was the dependent variable. Because the same
land cover data was utilized for all sites through time and each site was sampled on several
occasions, multiple nitrate values were observed for most given amounts of land cover. To
simplify the analyses, max and geometric mean values were calculated for nitrate at the various
increments of land cover. Land cover along an increasing gradient was regressed to both max
and geometric mean nitrate concentrations at the 100x100, 100x500, and 500x500 drainage
scales, respectively.
In addition, linear regressions were run to express nitrate concentrations as a function of
sum of rain in the seven days prior to the sample day, as well as the sum of rain during the 30
days prior to the sample day. These explanatory variables were then regressed to mean, max, and
log-normalized nitrate values.

6.0 Results
I observed nitrate concentrations within the Saw Kill to vary by year, season, and downstream
travel. Of the years observed, median nitrate was highest in 1977 at 1.52 mg/L NO3–, and lowest
in 2015 at 0.36 mg/L NO3– (Figure 12). However, due to the fact that 1976 was the year with the
highest level of nitrate variability, a more detailed visualization of downstream nitrate
concentrations for that year can be found in Figure 13. In 1976, median nitrate was highest at site
18, showing 2.06 mg/L NO3– (Figure 13). For all years, nitrate was observed to be the highest at
site 17, which showed a median concentration of 1.51 mg/L NO3– (Figure 14). However, site 17
is located on a tributary to the Saw Kill’s main channel (Figure 3). The site displaying highest
median nitrate along the Saw Kill’s main channel was site 12, with a concentration of 1.42 mg/L
NO3– (Figure 15). The site with the lowest median nitrate was site 5, which showed a
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concentration of 0.27 mg/L NO3– (Figure 13). While nitrate displayed minimal seasonal variation
through spring summer and fall, winter displayed a relatively high level of variability despite its
median concentration being lower than that of spring (Figure 16). Spring showed the highest
median concentration of 0.83 mg/L NO3– (Figure 16), as well as the highest median monthly
rainfall of 3.09 inches (Figure 17). In addition, mean monthly rainfall was highest in 1982 at 3.28
inches (Figure 18).
In 2006, Burns reported the Saw Kill to have the one of the highest nitrate concentrations
in the county. These data, taken in 2004, place the Saw Kill at a median nitrate concentration of
6.75 mg/L NO3– (Burns 2006). Median nitrate concentrations in the Saw Kill for the years 19751982 and 2014-2016 and are juxtaposed to the 2004 median value in Table 5. While max values
similar to the median value of Burns (2006) were detected in 1976 and 1977, all yearly medians
observed in this study were lower an order of magnitude (Figure 12, Table 5). Figure 19 depicts
mean seasonal rainfall (in) for 2004, as well as 1982 and 2014, the two closest years to 2004 for
which nitrate data exist in MD.

6.1 Buffer Analysis, Maximum Nitrate
For all sites together, linear regressions expressing maximum nitrate values as a function of
increasing area of land cover class (m2) at the 100x100 and 100x500 scales yielded insignificant
results (Figure 20). However, the model for development at the 500x500 scale showed a
significant positive correlation between increasing developed area and nitrate (R2 = 0.21, P =
0.02; Figure 20f). Still, model results indicated that the variation of nitrate could not be attributed
to the land cover classes of upland forest and MCA at the 500x500 scale, despite the seemingly
observable negative trends beginning just before the 200,000 m2 threshold for forest and the
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100,000 m2 threshold for MCA (R2 = 0.05, P = 0.16, Figure 20i; R2 = -0.01, P = 0.38, Figure
20c).
Similar regressions run for sites along the Saw Kill’s main channel alone yielded
insignificant results as well (Figure 21). The lack of nitrate observations at this resolution
weakened the correlation seen at the 500x500 scale for development, as well as the observed
trends for upland forest and MCA at the 500x500 scale (Figures 21f, 21i, & 21c, respectively).

6.2 Buffer Analysis, Log-Normalized Nitrate
For all sites together, linear regressions expressing log-normalized nitrate values as a function of
increasing area of all land cover classes (m2) were insignificant for all three drainage scales
(Figure 22). However, there appeared to be two clustered negative effects for upland forest at the
100x500 scale. These appeared on the lower end of the gradient between 0-50,000 m2, and on the
upper end between 100,000-130,000 m2 (Figure 22h). Regardless, the linear model did not
explain this variation (R2 = 0.05, P = 0.87; Figure 22h).
For main channel sites alone, regressions again yielded insignificant results for all land
cover classes at the three drainage scales (Figure 23). The two observed clusters for upland forest
at the 100x500 scale appeared to remain relatively undisturbed (Figure 23h). However, the
model was still unable to explain the observed variation (R2 = -0.09, P = 0.93; Figure 23h).

6.3 Rainfall
Linear regressions were run to express mean, maximim, and log normalized nitrate values as
functions of different levels of rainfall in the seven days prior to sampling (Figure 24). These
models were unable to adequately explain the observed variability among nitrate values, and
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yielded insignificant results. Moreover, linear regressions run to express the same three
explained nitrate values as functions of different levels or rainfall observed throughout the month
leading up to sampling yielded insignificant results as well (Figure 25).
In addition, visual representation of springtime nitrate concentrations expressed as a
function of the sum of rainfall observed throughout the month leading up to sampling displayed
an initial increase in variability followed by a steady decrease (Figure 26).

7.0 Discussion
Upon observing figures depicting yearly, seasonal, and downstream nitrate concentrations in the
Saw Kill, the data logically coincide with my hypotheses and predictions regarding the effects of
surrounding land cover and precipitation regimes. The highest overall nitrate values observed
through time were at sites along the stream surrounded by greater proportions of anthropogenic
land cover and during rainier periods of the year. These patterns were observed only visually,
and not tested statistically. Regression models expressing site-specific nitrate concentrations as a
function of increasing area of the three land cover classes of interest returned primarily
insignificant results. This was likely due to a variety of factors related to point-source outliers,
threshold effects, or viewing resolution. The only significant relationship observed was between
nitrate concentrations and increasing development at the largest scale of resolution, proving
consistent with my first hypothesis and prediction.
In addition, median nitrate concentrations observed for each sample year appeared to
contradict the local perception of the Saw Kill being a waterway characterized by high nitrate
concentrations. In fact, the values I observed were quite typical of a stream of its size running
through a watershed impacted to its level (Findlay et al., 2010).
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7.1 Spatial and Temporal Variation
The high variability in nitrate readings observed in 1976 could have been the result of a number
of different causes. One possible explanation is the presence of an unknown point source such as
leaky septic infrastructure within a leach zone close to the stream channel during that particular
year (Carey et al., 2013; Prior-Grosch, 2013). Figure 13 shows relatively high concentrations of
nitrate as well as a significant outlier centered around site 16, a reservoir receiving tributary
contribution on both its north and south sides.8 The tributary on the northern end of the reservoir
runs through Linden Acres, a relatively low density residential community with several lawns,
which may be sources of fertilizer runoff. The southern tributary empties out into the reservoir
through a culvert after running primarily through forest and wetland for several hundred meters
(Figure 4). It is likely that the high level of nitrate observed at site 16 is the result of the northern
tributary delivering infiltrated fertilizer and surface runoff from the surrounding lawns and roads.
Perhaps the high concentrations observed at this site in 1976 were the result of abnormally high
fertilizer applications. The discontinuation of similar readings at site 16 through time could be
the result of a local regulation regarding fertilizer applications or detergent use, however this
remains unknown.
Figure 13 also shows a peak in nitrate near sites 17-18, which is expected given their
short downstream proximities from the WWTP outfall on Benner road. However, data for all
other sample years include readings from this region of the stream as well and display much
lower variability. Despite the intrinsic connection between stream nutrients and precipitation
regimes, the high concentrations of nitrate observed in 1976 were not necessarily reflective of

8

The outlier of 12 mg/L observed at site 16 for 1976 is likely spurious or the result of a very large single
contribution of nitrate to the system. Although it is much higher than any of the other readings, there was no
probable cause for its removal.
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excessive flushing from rain events of that year (Figure 18). 1976 has the seventh highest median
monthly rainfall of all sample years, lagging behind 1981, 2014, 1979, 1982, 1977, and 2015
(Figure 17). As mentioned above, I speculate that the discontinuation of values of this magnitude
after 1976 is the result of local regulation.
Regarding site-based variation for all years, once again site 17 showed the highest
median concentration of nitrate, likely due to its proximity to the Benner road WWTP outfall.
However, high nitrate concentrations observed at site 12 were curious. Site 12 lies at a reservoir
point just downstream of one of the most densely cultivated areas along the Saw Kill. Of the
three land covers of interest, MCA takes up more space than both upland forest and development
for site 12 at both the 100x500 and 500x500 scales of drainage (Tables 3 & 4).
Consistently raised nitrate values at a reservoir point just downstream of a highly-fertilized area
could reflect the settlement of particulate-associated nutrients due to reduced flow (Zhang et al.,
2013).
Regardless of the lack of observations for site 5, the low median nitrate concentration
observed at this site would be expected due to the site’s location far upstream of the mouth
(Figure 4). While site 5’s upstream location leaves it more susceptible to influence by the loworder headwaters of the Saw Kill, the sites furthest upstream from which data were observed are
surrounded primarily by forest and have had less interactions with anthropogenic classes of land
cover within the watershed (Peterson et al., 2001).
The high median nitrate concentration observed in the spring could reflect flushing due to
the high rainfall observed that season in comparison to the other three (Figures 16 & 18). Yet,
visual representation of spring nitrate values explained by rainfall in the month leading up to the
sample day displayed an initial increase in variability followed by a relatively steady decrease
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(Figure 26). This could potentially reflect flushing upon initial rainfall, followed by dilution
during ongoing periods of higher stormflow (Goodridge & Melack, 2012; Xia et al., 2016).
However, this conclusion contradicts a potential correlation between the high median nitrate
concentration and the highest median monthly rainfall occurring in the springtime. The lowest
median monthly rainfall occurred in the summer, a season which also displayed a high level of
variability in the observed nitrate readings, second to winter (Figures 16 & 18). The occasional
elevated nitrate concentrations seen in the summer could reflect dry periods where base flows
rich in nitrate are the primary drivers of surface flow (Goodridge & Melack, 2012). It could also
reflect that periodic rainfall following these dry periods leads to the flushing of nitrate that has
built up in the soil profile (Goodridge & Melack, 2012). Lastly, the high variability in nitrate
concentrations observed in the wintertime could potentially reflect instances of initial flushing
from snowmelt (Figure 16). This could also be a result of lower levels of algal uptake during the
winter season (USGS Circular 1225, The Quality of Our Nation’s Waters).

7.2 Saw Kill, High or Low Nitrate?
Since the release of a publication by Burns (2006), and the republication of these findings in the
Natural Resources Inventory of Duchess County (2010), the Saw Kill has been labeled a high
nitrate stream. The high median concentration of 6.75 mg/l NO3– from the 2006 study caught
community members off guard, and stemmed an ongoing discourse of ways to pinpoint the
sources of the nutrients as well as mitigate them. However, the results of my research may end
up causing a community-wide shift in inquiry from how to mitigate this nitrate issue toward
whether there is even an issue to begin with.
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Median nitrate concentrations calculated from yearly observations show values from my
observed sample years to be far below the median claimed in Burns (2006) (Table 5). Burns
(2006) sampled bimonthly at low flow conditions from January through November of 2004.
Samples were taken from as close to the stream’s mouth as possible without receiving river
influence. This site approximately correlates to my site 24. Burns (2006) calculated nitrate
concentration utilizing cadmium reduction methods similar to those that were used by the many
analysts who generated observations for OD, NP1415, and NP16. However, samples from Burns
(2006) were run through a 0.7-micron filter prior to analysis, while the samples I observed were
analyzed unfiltered. Regardless, this slight methodical discrepancy should not have resulted in
such difference in magnitude between our two readings (Table 5). Rain data from 1982 and 2014
plotted to juxtapose that of 2004 do not show it to be a particularly rainy nor dry year,
eliminating the possibility of there being a climatic driver at play (Figure 19).
The cause of this inconsistency remains unknown. However, yearly median nitrate
concentrations observed for the Saw Kill in my study seem relatively standard for an impacted
stream (Table 5). The literature concentration for a non-impacted stream is 0.087 mg/L NO3–, yet
it is unlikely to observe an overall concentration such as this one in a stream like the Saw Kill
due to atmospheric deposition and the influence of surrounding land uses (Findlay et al., 2010).

7.3 Maximum Nitrate Land Cover Analyses
My hypothesis that the surrounding land use would have a significant effect on nitrate levels
observed within the Saw Kill was confirmed for development at the 500x500 scale of drainage.
In addition, my prediction that this effect would display a positive correlation was confirmed as
well (Figure 20f).
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The relationship was observed between maximum values of nitrate and an increasing
gradient representing development at the 500x500 scale of drainage. This trend likely shows
combined effects of downstream influence of waste water treatment as well as storm water
runoff from roads, sidewalks, and buildings (Carey et al., 2013; Hashemi et al., 2016; Mouri et
al., 2011; Xia et al., 2016). It is likely that these values reflect development to be a high
contributor of nitrate during storm events. Other than direct influence from point sources, the
primary method of transport of nutrients from urban areas to receiving bodies is through storm
water runoff transporting nutrients from lawn fertilzers, pet and animal waste, landfills, and
construction erosion (Carey et al., 2013; Hashemi et al., 2016; Mouri et al., 2011). If we view
maximum nitrate values as likely indicators of nitrate concentrations following single rain
events, it comes as no surprise that development shows a significant upward trend. Moreover,
development as defined by the Hudsonia land cover data is characterized primarily by
impervious surface, followed by building density.
One curious aspect of this phenomenon is that I saw increasing development to have an
effect at the 500x500 scale of drainage, but not at 100x100 or 100x500. It is of course logical
that the lowest buffer distance would show the lowest density of buildings and roads. However,
in the case of the middle buffer, other situations have been observed. In their study of the
Coweeta Creek basin in North Carolina, Bolstad & Swank (1997) observed their lowest and
highest cartographic buffer distances to show less building and road density than their middle
distance due to the desire to build along streams but remain above the floodplain. My analyses
do not include density data for the developed class of land cover. However, regardless of the
density of buildings and roads at different drainage scales, my observation of development
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displaying an effect at the larger drainage scale simply indicates that effects of this density are
only visible at a larger scale within the Saw Kill watershed.
Lack of significance for the other two buffers likely indicated that these scales were too
small to draw conclusions. While the development model at the 500x500 scale produced the only
significant results, the 500x500 scale of drainage seemed to display the largest number of visual
trends within the full-site maximum nitrate analysis (Figure 20). For both upland forest and
MCA at the 500x500 scale, an area threshold seemed to mask visual trends higher up on the land
cover area gradient (Figure 20i, 20c). For upland forest, a consistent downward trend begins just
short of 200,000 m2 (Figure 20i). For MCA, a similar trend begins below 200,000 m2 (Figure
20c). These examples may indicate a threshold relationship showing that nitrate concentrations
are unaffected by land cover class prior to it covering a certain percentage of land within the
observed area.
The significant relationship for development at the 500x500 scale vanished upon testing
main channel sites alone (Figure 21). The elevated nitrate values driving the linear trend
observed in the full site development model were primarily observed at tributary sites. The Saw
Kill’s main channel does not run directly through densely developed areas. However, certain
tributaries, such as those on which sites 16 - 18 reside, run directly through heavily paved and
populated areas of the watershed (Figure 4). Uncoincidentally, these were three sites with some
of the highest observed nitrate values out of all that were sampled (Figures 13 & 14). Values
observed on tributaries of the Saw Kill are likely what drove the observed variability in the full
site model. The lower order status of these tributaries compared to the Saw Kill’s main channel
likely drove up the influence of surrounding development on nitrate concentrations (Peterson et
al., 2001).
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Upon switching to the main channel site analysis, the potential threshold effects observed
for both upland forest and MCA at the 500x500 scale became slightly diluted (Figure 21i & 21c).
The lack of observations likely weakened the visual strength of the previous trends.

7.4 Log-normalized Nitrate Land Cover Analyses
While maximum values for nitrate were likely indicative of initial flushes following rain events,
the geometric means calculated for log-normalized analysis represented more of an overall
surveillance of the effects of increasing land cover on nitrate in the stream. Low R2 values and
lack of significance among full site models were likely due either to outliers masking trends
within the data or a lack of nitrate observations for different levels of land cover along the
increasing area gradient (Figure 22).
Development no longer showed a significant relationship to nitrate at the 500x500 scale
(Figure 22f). Geometric means controlled heavily for outliers within the data, in contrast to
maximum nitrate analyses, which were driven by outliers. The observed lack of significance may
indicate that nonpoint source pollution resulting from development surrounding the stream is less
of an issue for nitrate loading through time than after instances of heavy rain. (Figure 22f).
Another potential threshold trend arose in the model for upland forest at the 100x500
scale (Figure 22h). While the regression was unable to explain this variation in a linear fashion,
there appear to be two separate clusters of points on each end of the land cover gradient that
display seemingly negative linear relationships (Figure 22h). The first cluster occurs prior to the
50,000 m2 threshold while the second occurs around the 100,000 m2 theshold (Figure 22h). This
may indicate that upland forest affects nitrate more heavily in situations where vegetative cover
is either severely lacking or highly abundant. The lack of similar clustered trends at the 100x100
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and 100x500 scales may be attributed to the fact that the 100x500 scale encompasses upstream
vegetation relatively close to the stream’s banks. The 100x100 scale may not encompass far
enough upstream while the 500x500 scale may encompass land too far out from the channel to
detect the effects of this riparian vegetation. Each scale maintains an outward buffer greater than
50 meters, which meta-analysis has revealed to be the threshold for effective nitrogen removal
(Mayer et al., 2007). However, diversity of vegetation, depth of root zone, and flow paths all
affect uptake of nitrogen in the riparian zone as well (Mayer et al., 2007). It is likely that
differences in forested buffer sizes were accompanied by differences in these factors as well.
Upon switching to the main channel site analysis, regression results remained not
significant (Figure 23). However, the reduction in observations from full site to main channel did
not appear to dilute the two clustered visual trends observed for upland forest at the 100x500
scale (Figure 23h). This likely indicates that if the presence of forest is connected to these two
downward trends, it is reducing a higher proportion of nitrate loading along the Saw Kill’s main
channel than its many tributaries.

7.5 Rainfall
All regressions run for nitrate concentration expressed as a function of the sum of rainfall for the
seven days or month prior to sampling yielded insignificant results (Figures 24 & 25).
Regressions were run for mean, maximum, and log-normalized nitrate values. None of these
models displayed visual trends of any kind. Yet, the role that precipitation plays in the movement
of nitrate within biogeochemical cycling is uncontested (Alexander, Boyer, Smith, Schwartz, &
Moore, 2007; Castillo, I. Güneralp, & B. Güneralp, 2014; Galloway et al., 2003; Goodridge &
Melack, 2012; Hashemi et al., 2016; Mouri et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2016). Perhaps winter
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snowfall interfered with flushing or dilution dynamics. Precipitation in the form of snow was
likely recorded at the time of its fall, but showed a delayed effect in the Saw Kill due to the time
required for melting. There more than likely were patterns at play within the data, yet the
resolutions at which the they were examined in these analyses were unable to discern them.
However, upon digging deeper into the relationship between springtime rain and the
observed nitrate values, a curious visual trend surfaced. As the sum of rainfall for the month
leading up to the sample increased to two inches, variability in nitrate readings increased (Figure
26). Yet, following the two-inch threshold, variability began to decrease and remain within a
relatively low range (Figure 26). This relationship was only observed visually, and not tested
with a linear model.
The initial increase in variability of springtime samples may reflect that early flushes
from rainwater mobilized SOM pools and initiated mineralization processes within the
surrounding soil profile (Bernal et al., 2005; Cassman et al., 2002; Goodridge & Melack, 2012).
It may have also resulted in the loading of organic N to the Saw Kill through mobilization of
sediment and other allocthonous inputs, which later could have been transformed to nitrate
further downstream (Gomi et al., 2010). However, the consistency of rainy conditions depicted
by further increases in rainfall may have begun to decrease solute mobilization per volume of
water exported to the stream, resulting in the observed reduction in variability (Goodridge &
Melack, 2012).

7.6 Limitations and Future Studies
It is important to note that a number of choices were made in my methodology that may have
influenced results. Alternative approaches potentially leading to different conclusions should be
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investigated to gain a better understanding of the impacts of land use on nitrate loads to the Saw
Kill.
The buffer distances of 100x100, 100x500, and 500x500 were determined arbitrarily for
the sake of consistency. Unfortunately, these distances did not allow for a very complete
observation of the entire gradient for each land cover class of interest. That is, there were several
instances where the observed buffer for a site contained either small or large amounts of a class
of land cover, but less that contained a moderate amount of that class of land cover. This led to
fragmentation within the analyses, and less nitrate observations for certain amounts of land cover
area. This issue could be mediated in the future by more carefully defining buffer distances to
better suit the geography of the watershed. In addition, it would be beneficial to delineate buffers
with more careful consideration of flow paths in order to produce buffers with consistent total
areas. This way, nitrate observations could be expressed as a function of percent land cover
rather than of total area. This would simplify analyses and make the data more digestible.
With regard to land cover data, this study maintained the assumption that land cover
within the Saw Kill watershed has not changed to a significant degree since early sampling years.
This was determined to be reasonable for my scope of analysis, which simply focused on nitrate
readings in relation to land cover on a general level. The next step would be to attempt to access
land cover data from the time of the earlier sampling regime in order to look at the relationship
between nitrate and land cover through time. Meticulous land cover data are likely unavailable
for 1975-1982. However, there likely are aerial photographs of the watershed taken by the
county during those years which could be utilized for the early development of a new land cover
dataset. Upon constructing these data, a delta variable could be created for each class of land
cover representing the change in area of that class from one year to the next.
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With regard to water quality data, the incorporation of flow data into MD is essential, and
should be prioritized as a next step as well. Nitrate values could then be expressed as flowweighted mean concentrations, which would directly take into account the effects of storm flow.
This would simplify the task of determining whether rainfall affects nitrate in different ways
depending on the class of land cover to which it is attributed. For example, Goodridge & Melack
(2012) observed enrichment in forest-based and dilution in ag-based nitrate load to streams. In
addition, base flow indices could be calculated for each sub-basin utilizing the methods from
Jordan et al. (1997). Base flow indices would serve as valuable explanatory variables for nitrate
specifically due to the abundance of inorganic forms of nitrogen in groundwater (Galloway et al.,
2003; Hashemi et al., 2016; Jordan et al., 1997). Base flow indices in conjunction with land
cover data would allow for an observation of which classes of land cover are more likely
contributing nutrients to the stream through subsurface versus surface flows.
In addition, further research is required to address some of the suspected visual trends
within our study that went unexplored. MCA models were insignificant at all scales, but the
suspected threshold relationship between maximum nitrate and increasing area of MCA at the
500x500 scale contrasts our initial prediction of a positive correlation (Figure 20c). This
phenomenon should be explored further as it negates nearly all of the literature which claims
agriculture to be a driver of nutrient loading (Beman et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2004; Goodridge &
Melack, 2012; Hashemi et al., 2016; Jordan et al., 1997; Kronvang et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2015;
Pitt, 1994; Zhang et al., 2013). Further, the potentially negative threshold effect of upland forest
on maximum nitrate at the 500x500 scale should be explored as well (Figure 20i). If this effect
were indeed to exist, concrete evidence specific to the Saw Kill watershed would be available for
use in the proposal processes of localized reforestation initiatives.
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Future studies on the Saw Kill should also address the interplay between observed nitrate
concentrations and dissolved oxygen and temperature. These are crucial water quality parameters
that interact with nitrogen in several ways, often mitigating its abundance and capacities for
biological uptake or transformation (Alexander et al., 2007; Jones & Holmes, 1996). In streams,
anaerobic denitrifiying bacteria rely on anoxic conditions in order to carry out metabolic
processes (Jones & Holmes, 1996). However, due to the higher solubility of oxygen at lower
temperatures, the dissolved oxygen content of the water column is strictly regulated by
temperature. Steady increasing water temperature as a result of climate change could result in
decreases to dissolved oxygen content, hence an increase in nitrogen removal by microbial
communities (Veraart, Klein, & Scheffer, 2011). Preliminary visuals depicting bivariate
relationships between nitrate, temperature, and dissolved oxygen can be found in appendix I.
Lastly, future studies should address the relationship between nitrate concentrations and
rainfall in the month leading up to sampling observed during the spring season (Figure 26). The
preliminary increase in variability followed by a decrease upon receiving a higher amount of
rainfall during this period indicates potential flushing followed by dilution (Figure 26). Future
sampling regimes could inspect this phenomenon more closely by sampling a single site at high
frequencies over the spring season. Both flow and nitrate assays could be included to develop a
better understanding of the interaction between high volumes of discharge and either enrichment
or dilution of nitrate over time.

8.0 Conclusion
My results indicated a significant positive relationship between development and maximum
nitrate and an insignificant relationship between maximum nitrate and land cover primarily
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inhabited by Meadowland/Cultural/Agricultural areas. These findings should lead to a focal
emphasis on developed land within the surrounding community with regard to mitigating any
potential future nitrate issues. In addition, the potential negative effect of forested area on
maximum nitrate observed past a certain threshold at the 500x500 scale should lead to a
prioritization of local reforestation and riparian restoration efforts to preserve this essential
ecosystem service.
While the significant relationship between development and nitrate at the 500x500 scale
proves consistent with many findings within the literature, the insufficiency of the majority of
the regression models shows that further research is required to understand land use-nutrient
dynamics in the Saw Kill watershed. More careful delineation of buffer areas in addition to the
inclusion of land cover data for the early sample years would be crucial next steps to better
understand this relationship. In addition, the effect of precipitation regimes on nitrate
concentrations in the Saw Kill should be explored further in order to discern whether outliers are
the result of flushing or dilution effects.
Lastly, my results brought to light a potential inconsistency between the nitrate
concentrations observed in this study and those which have deemed the Saw Kill a high nitrate
stream for the past several years. Nitrate levels in the Saw Kill looked relatively normal for a
stream running through an anthropogenically altered watershed. The SKMP intends to continue
its monthly sampling along the waterway in order to ensure that the concentrations of nutrients
within it remain at appropriate levels.
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9.0 Figures & Tables

Figure 1. Sampling sites from the Saw Kill Sampling Project of the 1970s and 1980s.
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Figure 2. Sampling sites from the regime of the Saw Kill Monitoring Program
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Table 1. Site IDs created for this study corresponding to site names from the new
and old regimes. Sites present in both regimes are highlighted in orange. While new
Site 13 is a part of the SKMP regime, it has been temporarily suspended and no
data from this site exist in MD as of this point.
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Figure 6. Conceptual visualization of master dataset construction. Also shown: description of
subset taken in order to run nitrate ~ land cover regression models.
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Figure 7. First map created to depict site IDs unique to
this study.
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Figure 9. Site-specific semi-circular buffer drainages, width 100m x length 100m.
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Figure 10. Site-specific semi-circular buffer drainages, width 100m x length 500m.
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Figure 11. Site-specific semi-circular buffer drainages, width 500m x length 500m.
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Table 2. Area of upland forest, developed, MCA, and other land cover
classes at the 100x100 drainage scale.
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Table 3. Area of upland forest, developed, MCA, and other land
cover classes at the 100x500 drainage scale.
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Table 4. Area of upland forest, developed, MCA, and other land cover
classes at the 500x500 drainage scale.
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Figure 12. Yearly nitrate concentrations, all sites. Open circles represent outliers.
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Figure 13. Nitrate concentrations by site for the year 1976.
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Figure 14. Nitrate concentrations by site, for all sites throughout all sample years. Blue boxes
represent data taken between 1976-1982 while red boxes represent data taken between 2014-2016.
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Figure 15. Nitrate concentrations by site along the main channel throughout all sample
years. Blue boxes represent data taken between 1976-1982 while red boxes represent data
taken between 2014-2016.
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Figure 16. Nitrate concentrations for all sites and sample
years by season.
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Figure 17. Total rainfall during month of sampling by year. Lack of rain data
for 2015 coincide with less water quality observations than all other sample
years.
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Figure 18. Total rainfall during month of sampling for all years by season.
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Table 5. Yearly median nitrate concentrations as observed by the Saw Kill Sampling Project (SKSP)
(1976-1982), Burns et al., 2006 (2004), and the Saw Kill Sampling Program (SKMP) (2014-2016). Nitrate
concentrations observed by SKSP and SKMP are orders of magnitude lower than those observed in Burns
et al., 2006.
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Figure 19. Mean seasonal precipitation juxtaposed between 1982, 2004, and
2014.
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Figure 20. Maximum nitrate for all sites expressed as a function of increasing area of land cover for Upland Forest, Development, and MCA. A significant
positive relationship is observed between increasing land cover gradient and nitrate concentrations for development at the 500x500 scale (20f: Regression,
2
N = 20, R = 0.21, P = 0.02). Potential negative relationships between increasing land cover and nitrate concentrations are observed visually for both
upland forest and MCA at the 500x500 scale past the thresholds of 200,000m2 and 100,000m2, respectively, yet are not validated by the models (20i:
2
2
Regression, N = 19, R = 0.05, P = 0.16; 20c: Regression, N = 19, R = -0.01, P = 0.38).
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Figure 21. Max nitrate for main channel sites expressed as a function of increasing area of land cover for Upland Forest, Development, and MCA. No significant
relationships are observed.
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Figure 22. Log-normalized nitrate for all sites expressed as a function of increasing area of land cover for Upland Forest, Development, and MCA. No significant
relationships are observed. Two clustered potential negative relationships between increasing land cover and nitrate concentrations are observed visually for upland
forest at the 100x500 scale before 50,000m2 and past 100,000m2, yet are not validated by the model (22h: Regression, N = 19, R2 = 0.05, P = 0.87)
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Figure 23. Log-normalized nitrate for main channel sites expressed as a function of increasing area of land cover for Upland Forest, Development, and MCA. No
significant relationships are observed. The two clustered potential negative threshold relationships between nitrate and increasing land cover for upland forest at the
100x500 scale for the full site analysis remain relatively intact, but are still unexplained by the model (23h: N = 13, R2 = -0.09, P = 0.93).
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Figure 24. Mean, log-normalized, and max nitrate expressed as a function of
sum of rainfall over the seven days prior to sampling. No significant
relationships are observed.
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Figure 25. Mean, log-normalized, and max nitrate expressed as a function of sum of
rainfall over the month leading up to sampling. No significant relationships are observed.
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Figure 26. Nitrate concentrations expressed as a function of increasing rainfall
in the month leading up to sampling for all spring time samples.
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Appendix

A. Site descriptions by SKSP
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B. Site descriptions by SKMP
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Procedure Group 2- Bausch and Lomb Mini Spec
20 (½” test vial)
a. Adjust the Wavelength Control to 500 nm.
b. Using the ½-inch adapter and insert, place the
opaque rod in the sample compartment and check
the zero adjustment. Adjust if necessary.
c. Place a ½-inch test vial containing some of the
original water sample into the sample
compartment and adjust the Full Scale Control for
a reading of 100% T.
d. Place a ½-inch test vial containing the prepared
sample to be tested into the sample compartment
and read the percent transmittance. Refer to the
table below to determine the mg/l nitrate nitrogen
(N).

C. Protocols for Bausch and
Lomb Spectronic 20, Bausch and
Lomb Mini Spec 20, and PerkinElmer Spectrophotometer, as
used by analysts of SKSP

Procedure Group 1 – Bausch and Lomb Spectronic

Procedure Group 3- Perkin-Elmer

20 (½” test tube)
a. Adjust the Wavelength Control to 500nm.
b. Cover the empty sample compartment and adjust
the Zero Control for a reading of exactly zero %
T.
c. Place a ½-inch test tube containing some of the
original water sample into the sample
compartment and adjust the Full-Scale Control
for a reading of 100% T.
d. Place ½-inch test tube containing the prepared
sample to be tested into the sample compartment
and read the percent transmittance. Refer to the
table below to determine the mg/l nitrate nitrogen
(N).

Spectrophotometer (1-cm cell, 1-nm bandpass)
a. Adjust the Wavelength Control to 500nm.
b. Place a 1-cm cell filled with some of the original
water sample into the reference position.
c. Block the light beam in the sample position and
adjust the ZERO CHECK control for a meter
reading of exactly zero % T.
d. Remove the opaque strip blocking the light path
and place a second 1-cm cell containing original
water sample into the sample position. Adjust the
% T SPAN control for a meter reading of 100%
T.
e. Substitute a 1-cm cell containing the prepared
sample to be tested in the sample position and
read the percent transmittance. Refer to the table
below to determine the mg/l nitrate nitrogen (N).
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D. SKMP protocol for sample aliquot

Bard Water Lab

Aliquoting Protocol
TO BEGIN:
→ WIPE DOWN entire work area with ethanol.
→YOU MUST WEAR GLOVES and use sterile pipettes throughout.
→During the aliquoting process, maintain sterile conditions and use aseptic technique – do
not leave caps off for any period of time, work quickly and carefully.
1. Thoroughly shake sample bottle (but not TOO vigorously).
2. Immediately take cap off sample bottle and quickly cover opening with autoclaved tin
foil.
3. Using aseptic technique, pour 40 ml of sample into 50 ml centrifuge tube for turbidity
assay. Take to turbidimeter station.
4. Shake/swish sample bottle again to be sure no settling has occurred.
5. Using aseptic technique, pour 45 ml of sample into another 50 ml centrifuge tube for
Total Nutrients assay. Store in freezer.
6. Shake/swish sample bottle again to be sure no settling has occurred.
7. Pour 250 ml of sample into 250 ml aliquot bottles for IDEXX assays. Hand to IDEXX
processors.
8. Shake/swish sample bottle again to be sure no settling has occurred.
9. Using aseptic technique, pour 15 ml of sample in 15 ml centrifuge tubes for Jude
Lab. Place in refrigerator.
10. Shake/swish sample bottle again to be sure no settling has occurred.
11. Using aseptic technique, pour 100 ml of sample into 100 ml bottles for pseudalert assay
for Perron Lab.
12. Securely fasten foil cover and take the sample bottle with remaining liquid to peristaltic
pump station.
Quality Control Notes:
1. Blank: perform the aliquoting procedure on a DI water container (this will create the
blanks for all assays).
1, 2A, 2B, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 2.5 , DIPC, Blank

E. SKMP protocol for fecal coliform detection
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Bard Water Lab

IDEXX Colilert Protocol
Freshwater sample = 1:10 dilution
Effluent or otherwise highly contaminated = 1:100 dilution
TO BEGIN:
→ TURN ON incubator at 35 degrees Celsius
→TURN ON the IDEXX Quanti-Tray sealer before starting so it will heat up.
→YOU MUST WEAR GLOVES and use sterile pipettes throughout.
→WARNING: DO NOT use the UV light without the viewing cover/box.
Preparing Sample:
1. Carefully crack open the Colilert media and empty into a sterile 120mL vessel (with
sodium thiosulfate powder).
2. Gently shake the water sample you’ve collected and using a sterile pipette, place 10 ml of
sample in the vessel, followed by 90 ml of autoclaved DI water (for a 1:10 dilution).
3. Close the vessel and invert gently until media is fully dissolved.
4. Carefully open a Quanti-Tray by pulling the tab gently outwards and gripping around the
plastic side of the tray with one hand, pressing slightly to open it wider.
5. Pour the entire contents of the vessel into the tray. Pour slowly to avoid creating bubbles.
6. Gently tap out big bubbles before sealing.
7. Taking care not to spill contents, place the tray in the sealer mold (face down) and gently
push into sealer (open end is up, last to go in). The sealer will “grab” the tray and roll it
through at the proper speed. Push only enough to engage the tray.
8. Place a sticker label on the back of the tray and fill in the sample information.
9. Place tray in incubator set at 35 degrees Celsius.
Evaluating MPN:
1. After the incubation period (24 hours), remove the tray from the incubator.
2. To measure total coliforms, count the number of yellow wells (as yellow or more yellow
than the comparator), record number big and number small wells.
3. To measure E. coli, place the tray under the UV light box and count the number of large
and small wells with a bright, blue fluorescence that are also yellow. Mark fluorescing
wells with sharpie; this is a good idea in case you need to recount or get interrupted.
4. Use the MPN (most probable number) chart provided to determine the amount of
enterococcus per 100mL sample. If the sample is diluted, you must multiple by the
dilution factor (multiple by 10 for a 1:10 dilution).
5. Record data (number of positive wells is important information to gather) on the lab
computer in the Water Lab Data spreadsheet under the ‘Colilert’ tab.
Quality Control Notes:
1. Blank: run one blank sample (using autoclaved DI water as “sample”) during each
sampling run.
2. Positive control: run a duplicate sample for Site #2 during each sampling run.

F. SKMP protocol for enterococcus detection
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Bard Water Lab

IDEXX Enterolert Protocol
Freshwater sample (standard Riverkeeper protocol) = no dilution
TO BEGIN:
→ TURN ON incubator at 41 degrees Celsius
→TURN ON the IDEXX Quanti-Tray sealer before starting so it will heat up.
→YOU MUST WEAR GLOVES and use sterile pipettes throughout.
→WARNING: DO NOT use the UV light without the viewing cover/box.
Preparing Sample:
1. Carefully crack open the Enterolert media and empty into a sterile 120mL vessel (with
sodium thiosulfate powder).
2. Gently shake the water sample you’ve collected and using a sterile pipette, place 100 ml
of sample in the vessel
3. Close the vessel and invert gently until media is fully dissolved.
4. Carefully open a Quanti-Tray by pulling the tab gently outwards and gripping around the
plastic side of the tray with one hand, pressing slightly to open it wider.
5. Pour the entire contents of the vessel into the tray. Pour slowly to avoid creating bubbles.
6. Gently tap out big bubbles before sealing.
7. Taking care not to spill contents, place the tray in the sealer mold (face down) and gently
push into sealer (open end is up, last to go in). The sealer will “grab” the tray and roll it
through at the proper speed. Push only enough to engage the tray.
8. Place a sticker label on the back of the tray and fill in the sample information.
9. Place tray in incubator set at 41 degrees Celsius.
Evaluating MPN:
1. After the incubation period (24 hours), remove the tray from the incubator.
2. To measure enterococcus, place the tray under the UV light box and count the number of
large and small wells with a bright, blue fluorescence. Mark fluorescing wells with
sharpie; this is a good idea in case you need to recount or get interrupted.
3. Use the MPN (most probable number) chart provided to determine the amount of
enterococcus per 100mL sample. If the sample is diluted, you must multiple by the
dilution factor (multiple by 10 for a 1:10 dilution).
4. Record data (number of positive wells is important information to gather) on the lab
computer in the Water Lab Data spreadsheet under the ‘Enterolert’ tab.
Quality Control Notes:
1. Blank: run one blank sample (using autoclaved DI water as “sample”) during each
sampling run.
2. Positive control: run a duplicate sample for Site #2 during each sampling run.

G. SKMP sample filtering protocol
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Bard Water Lab

Filtering Protocol
TO BEGIN:
→ WIPE DOWN entire work area with ethanol.
→ YOU MUST WEAR GLOVES and use sterile pipettes throughout.
→ Use aseptic technique – do not allow ends of tubing to touch anything but sample
1. Connect peristaltic pump to battery/power source (away from sink and water).
2. Have the several bottles of autoclaved, sterile deionized water near the sink ready to use.
3. Place bottom ends of the rubber pump hose into an autoclaved container with sterile
water and turn the pump on speed 2 or 3. Let this run by itself for a few minutes to rinse
out the tube. Change the water and repeat three times. The final time, let the water run
out into sink.
4. Place the sipping end of the tube into the sample bottle. Run through about 100 ml of
sample, then discard.
5. CAREFULLY open a sterivex package (we need to reuse the package, so only open the
very end). Put the packaging aside and attach new sterivex filter to luer-lok end of
tubing.
6. Place the end of the tube with the filter on a graduated cylinder to measure the amount of
volume going through. The other end of the tube is in the sample being sucked up. Aim
for as much volume to be pushed through as possible, a minimum of 200mL should be
attempted.
7. While sending your water sample through the filter, catch 45 ml of filtrate in a sterile
50mL centrifuge tube for a dissolved nutrients sample. Label the 50mL tube
appropriately and place in the freezer.
8. Pump pressure can be tweaked carefully when filter starts to clog and run slower.
9. After desired volume has been filtered (or when pressure too high on clogged filter),
detach filter from pump tubing. Using a clean 60ml syringe, pump air into filter to
remove remaining liquid.
10. Record sample information on provided index card labels. Place in the sterivex package
along with loaded filter. Using stapleless stapler, re-close the packaging.
11. Place sterivex filter in -80 deg C for storage.
Quality Control Notes:
1. Blank: perform the filtration procedure on the blank DI water to create a blank sterivex
control.

H. SKMP turbidity protocol
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Bard Water Lab

Turbidimeter Protocol
1. Shake your sample to be sure no settling has occurred. Fill a clean sample cell to the line
(~15mL) with sample and cap it, taking care to handle it by the top only (smudges on the
glass will change readings).
2. Use a lint-free cloth to wipe down the cell and remove any water spots and fingerprints.
3. Apply a thin film of silicone oil – one or two drops should do. Wipe with a soft cloth
until there’s an even film over the entire cell’s surface.
4. Insert the cell into the turbidimeter compartment so that the triangular orientation mark
aligns with the raised mark in front of the compartment.
5. Close the compartment, press READ and record the turbidity in NTU.
6. If sample is highly turbid, you may need to perform a dilution and re-read the
turbidity. First try a 1:10 dilution (1.5 mL sample and 13.5 mL DI out of 15mL)
7. Empty the cell of sample, carefully rinse the cell out and return to step 1 for the next
sample.
Quality Control Notes:
1. Blank: run one blank sample (using autoclaved DI water as “sample”) during each
sampling run. Record the turbidity reading.
2. Positive control: run a duplicate sample for Site #2 during each sampling run. Record
the turbidity reading.
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I. Preliminary plots for dissolved oxygen~nitrate, dissolved oxygen~temperature, and temperature~nitrate. Blue lines represent dissolved
oxygen, green lines represent nitrate, and red lines represent temperature. Data are plotted by month representing all sample years. All data
displayed below were taken from MD.
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J. Monthly nitrate concentrations delineated by site ID shown for the year of 2016
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